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What is Magic-Gantt LITE?
"Magic-Gantt LITE" refers to a demo and abbreviated version of the commercial "Magic-Gantt",
developed and offered for sale by MScube SPRL (hereinafter "MScube") in various versions
including, but not limited to, "Magic-Gantt PRO" and "Magic-Gantt XPERT".
As a demo and abbreviated version of the commercial Magic-Gantt, Magic-Gantt LITE has
limited functionality and no technical support.
By downloading, installing and using Magic-Gantt LITE, you agree to comply with this End User
License Agreement ("EULA").

How can I use Magic-Gantt LITE?
You are authorized to download, install and run Magic-Gantt LITE for your own personal use.
By contrast, you are in no way entitled to:
(i)

copy, distribute, transmit, reproduce, publish, make available, license, share, or transfer
parts of Magic-Gantt LITE or Magic-Gantt LITE as a whole, in any way, even for free
and/or under a modified form;

(ii)

copy, distribute, transmit, reproduce, publish, make available, license, share, or transfer
any accompanying images, files, data and materials received with Magic-Gantt LITE;

(iii)

share a screenshot, a printout or a PDF version of Magic-Gantt LITE;

(iv)

customize Magic-Gantt LITE;

(v)

modify or create derivative works from Magic-Gantt LITE;

(vi)

modify the structure and/or the formulas and/or the code of Magic-Gantt LITE;

(vii)

remove or alter any logo, trademark, copyright notice, disclaimer or other notices
contained in the Magic-Gantt LITE’s Excel template.

Who is liable for the use of Magic-Gantt LITE?
The use of Magic-Gantt LITE is at your sole risk and Magic-Gantt LITE is provided to you by
MScube "as is" without warranty of any kind, whether express or implied, written or oral,
including, but not limited to, any warranty of fitness for a particular purpose and satisfactory
quality.
MScube shall not be liable for any damage resulting from your use or inability to use MagicGantt LITE.
You shall refrain from using Magic-Gantt LITE for any purpose that is unlawful or prohibited by
this EULA.

How about the necessary equipment and third party software required to use
Magic-Gantt LITE?
You shall assume the entire cost of all necessary equipment (hardware, third party software such
as Microsoft Excel®, Google Documents® or Google Drive®, internet access, and the like) for
the download and use of Magic-Gantt LITE.
Third party software and computer programs required to use Magic-Gantt LITE are licensed to
you by the third parties, not by MScube.

What happens in case of dispute?
The Courts of Brussels, Belgium, shall have exclusive jurisdiction over any and all disputes,
controversies or differences arising out of or relating to this EULA which could not be settled
amicably.
In addition, this EULA is governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Belgium,
without giving effect to its conflict of law provisions.
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